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  Tire Pressure Monitoring System

   Availability: In Stock

Price: $499TTD 

Short Description
4 TPMS Sensors (0-6 Bar / 0-87 PSI

Description

Product details

Brand Tymate

 

 

? Full-Color Screen Design ? Tymate Tire Pressure Monitoring System CL205
provides a stylish, high-end appearance, which enhances the sense of technology
and the grade of the environment in the car. This tpms is small-size and light-
weight, saving space. Its screen displays the tire pressure and temperature in real-
time and provides visual and audible alarms when abnormal conditions occur.
? Six Types Of Alarms And User-set Alarm Values ? Tymate Tire Pressure



Monitoring System CL205 provides six-alarm modes (including fast leak alarm,
high/low-pressure alarm, high-temperature alarm, sensor low voltage alarm, and
sensor fault alarm ). You can set the pressure and temperature alarm values in
your free. (TP setting range: 12-87 PSI. Two units of tire pressure Bar/PSI and
one unit of temperature ?)
? Car Cigarette Lighter Charging Method ? Tymate Tire Pressure Monitoring
System CL205's charging method is very convenient, preventing from worrying
about being lost due to small size, and maintaining the state of long-term power. It
will also display the voltage of the battery in the car to help you know if there is
any abnormality in the car battery. (Please keep the power on during use,
otherwise, the system may go to automatically restore factory settings after power
off)
? Low Power Consumption And Long Working-life Sensor ? Tymate Tire
Pressure Monitoring System CL205 equipped with 4 advanced external sensors,
which are low power consumption (a CR1232 battery can be used for half a year)
and have long working life (can reach 2 years maximum). Small size, light-
weight, high accuracy of sensing tire pressure [small acceptable tire pressure error
(?3psi)], and easy installation, it also can withstand harsh environments. (0-6 Bar/
0-87 PSI )
? Installation Methods ? The sensors are all programmed before leaving the
factory, so you don't need to pair them manually. After receiving the goods,
please power on the display first, and then install the sensors one by one. Then
start the car for 5-10 minutes to activate the sensor.

 

Legal Disclaimer

 

 

Note Before Purchase

How Can I Know If This Device Can Fit My Vehicle?

You should first figure out the following points to determine whether your vehicle can
use this device:

1. The number of tires of your vehicle: 4 tires or 6 tires? We do not
recommend you to use these models on the RV trailers or other large



vehicles: CL205, M12-3 Black, TM527M, M7-3.

 

If the type of your vehicle is RV or trailer, please consider the model: M12-3 Blue.

2. the body length of your vehicle: What is the length of your vehicle? If you have
purchased a Tymate product that does not fit a repeater, please make sure that your
vehicle is less than 30ft in length (consider the interference of objects and
electromagnetic). If you have purchased a product that adapts to the repeater (M12-3
Blue), then you do not need to worry about whether the length of the vehicle can be
matched. Because the maximum signal transmission distance can reach 40ft (consider the
interference of objects and electromagnetic).

3. Standard tire pressure value: You can check the standard tire pressure value of your
own tire. Under normal circumstances, the tire manufacturer will print this standard tire
pressure value on the tire body, or on the "Tire Manual". If you have original tires that fit
the vehicle, you can also see this recommendation on the left side of the main driving
position.

Note: If your standard tire pressure value exceeds the maximum tire pressure value
that can be detected by this tpms (87PSI), or when your tire is in a hot tire state, it
will exceed 87PSI, we sincerely advise you consider other models.

4. The need to set the alarm value: Please note before buying that the range of the
lowest and highest tire pressure values that this product can set is 12-87PSI. If your
demand for monitoring tire pressure alarm values exceeds this range, we suggest
you consider other models.

Why Is Not Date Displayed After I Installed It?

After the first installation, all data will be displayed after driving for 5-10 minutes. The
sensor needs motion activation.

THE Measurement error

The error value of measuring tire pressure is ±3PSI.

The Sensor Or Monitor Is Not In The Normal Operation

If you encounter any other problems, please do not hesitate to contact us!
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